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jEARTH The Great Solar Family ] 

• • 

MOTHER. EARTH'S BI-RTHDAY BOOK 
• 

The Wo1ttderjul Story of the Plc;tnet Home of. Man When Life Made its Appearance, 
and How the Ocean Basi1tts and the Conti1ttents were Formed 

EARTH. Mother Earth had a childhood, as years in completing its orbit that is, the path 
every man and woman who lives on her along which it spins. 

wonderful surface has had. She looked very These amazing figures are dwarfed when we 
different then from what she does now. She think of the distances that usually separate star 
has "altered out of all recognition," as we from star. For the sun to reach the star that 
sometimes say when we meet someone we have is its nearest neighbour it would have to ·travel, 

. not, seen for a long time. moving at its estimated speed of about twelve 
At first there was neither land nor sea. miles a second, for about 66,000 years, and there 

The majestic mountains and the lowly plains, is no particular reason for believing that, except 
the hills and valleys, the forests and rivers in star clusters, the stars are usually closer 
had yet to come. In " together than this. 

. very truth our planet T H E sE A ° F A 1 r:. .. ~~·~ 0 u N D T H E EAR T H Besides single stars 
was once ~' without _,_ ... /-h~·~ a h<Zight. or;;;-~ and star clusters--J 
f d /,- ,.(L'?>C -"Rc.·nc oce:A"' I1Je. ·r-............ l f 

0 r m an V 0 id. '' / . ~ \ ~0 ~OATH POc.t: • • ro,.. that is, c ouds 0 stars ' 
/ ~ ,c ~~\.,.p. ..q '9, 

There was no sign of ~ '-~~ ~/ '» · m· which the stars ~~ ~ ..q /~ 

life, either of man or : '::.<:'01<: .R" ~ ~~ ~ look so close that their 
beast or plant. It ·o~~ ~ ,->~ (, ~oL- light is mingled and 

S' ~V fJ 'V-<> ~ 
was only after many '(.) o ';(:-(JJ "'~1- "J,.. appears to come from y 0 ~ . 0 
millions of years that . Q1 u c;.- a single source the ·-:s ;: '\) ~ Earth was ready for Cl) ~ ~ ~ heavens are sprinkled .... <r 0 m 
any living thing of any .!J ~ , ; ~ with luminous smoke-
kind at all. ;: ~ ' ~ . S- like patches called 

Mother Earth is a ·<( g nebulre, that is, fogs 
0 . )> • 

member of a family ~ z , or mists. 
which we call the solar ~ One of the nebulre 
system. Of this family ~ f visible to the naked 
the star we call the . A"t~ ~'f I eye is the Great Ne-

v- J o· 
sun is the centre, and & · ;.' (ye:. bula in the constella-
the earth depends ~o-- . · .r 1-- tion which we call 
upon it for its light ~~ .,;_· ~·P Andromeda. Constel-
and heat and life. ~ ~,.. . o<:'o• 'O(JJ l t• · l d · 

/'J 'c ,.~~t~ a/~ . a IOn IS a ong wor , 
The earth and other ~Qe ~O~TH POl.IL • ~ ,~,-cCll · but it is derived from 

.s0 ..: .. ..o.NTARCTI eA -~<V"t>. 

Planets revolve round Qold th . . z.oo .. · the Latin stella, a at1t1s · 
the sun, and the whole --..........._::_:_::.:~--,-- star, and merely means 
system moves through This diagram shows you, among other things, how many miles " a group of stars.'' 

you would walk in going round the world, and the distance 
space. The sun is one between the North Pole and South Pol~, passing right through A photograph of the 
star. There are count- the earth. The atmosphere is composed mainly of air, which is Great Nebula taken by 
1 h S f a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. ess ot ers. ome o the telescope shows 
these are centres of light and heat like the sun ; that it consists of a glowing central mass sur
others are travelling about on their endless rounded by a darker portion, and that this 
journeys, cold and dark. outer portion is breaking up into rings. There 

All that the telescope makes known to us are knots or patches in these rings which may 
the solar system, the stars, the nebulre, the possibly be future planets such as the earth, 
comets and meteors that sometimes come into destined to revolve round the glowing centre, 
our view we term the visible universe. Beyond which would be their sun. It is probable that 
the reach of our present knowledge there may the solar· system to which our earth belongs 
be other solar systems in other universes. was once such a nebula as the Great Nebula 

Compared with the universe we can see, the in Andromeda, and the Great Nebula may 
solar system is small ; yet the distance from our one day be a solar system such as ours. 
earth to the sun, which is its centre, and there- As far as Mother Earth is concerned, the 
fore the head of the family, is some 93,000,000 most important members of the solar system 
miles. The earth takes a measurement of time are the sun and the moon. It is the sun 
which we. call a year to travel round its light- which, by the power of gravitation, holds the 
giver. Neptune, an outer member of the system earth in its course. Gravitation is the force of 
instead of taking twelve months occupies 164 ( Contintted on page 1175.) 

For any .subJect not found in. it.t alphabetical place .see information 
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